Spring 2021 Curriculum Adoptions

IB Theory of Knowledge

June 22, 2021
Overall Process

With the recent revision of the IB program, there was a need to update materials to support the IB Theory of Knowledge class.

Adoption Page

IB Theory of Knowledge

Committee was composed of the current TOK teacher, IB Coordinator, DMHS assistant principal, three parents and Secondary ELA Academic Coach

- Reviewed criteria and rubrics prior to evaluation
- All programs were evaluated on tier I for quality of aligned materials and instructional guides
- High ranking tier I* programs evaluated using rubrics
- Top 3 programs selected based on rubric scores presented to committee.
- Top program selected based on rubric scores from vendor presentations.

*Tier 1-First Best Instruction
Cambridge University Press

Grade level teacher materials:
Annotated teacher Editions, 2 years of online access, student materials, student textbook

- Student Consumable Workbooks
- Designed by teacher practitioners of IB Theory of Knowledge and Exam Readers
- Integrated Reading and Writing routines
- Professional development included
Proposed total adoption

Total cost $1,680.18

Cambridge University Press